E Serve No. 146 of 2017

December 21, 2017

Sub: Textyle Expo organised in Oran, Algeria

Dear Member,

The organisers of "TEXTYLE EXPO", the International Textile and Fashion fair in Algeria, have contacted the Council for dissemination of the details of their second edition which is being held from the 25th to 28th April 2018 at Mohamed Ben Ahmed Convention Center, Le Méridien in Oran - Algeria. The fair will bring together all sectors of textile, leather and fashion in Raw Materials, Ready to Wear and Accessories.

In the first edition of the international Textile and Fashion Fair which took place from 02 to 05 April 2017 at the Mohamed Ben Ahmed Convention Center Le Méridien Oran Algeria, there were about 110 exhibitors and more than 6000 visitors from different countries like Algeria - Tunisia - China - India - Taiwan - Turkey - USA - Europe

Objectives of the fair include

- Create new collaborations and partnerships at national and international level,
- Find different products and services related to textiles and fashion in the same space
- Discover new developments and market needs in order to evaluate your products in relation to them
- Build qualified contacts

TEXTYLE EXPO has become the reference trade fair for the sector in Algeria,
the strong presence of the national press and the media at the previous edition has given it the importance that suits it. Moreover, a more than positive appreciation gathered from the exhibitors at the end of the satisfaction survey confirms the success of the 2017 edition. A program of conferences, B2B and fashion show will also be organized with the participation of world renowned experts in order to highlight the latest trends and innovations in the field.

Members interested in participating at the Show may directly contact the Indian representative for further information:

Mr Mohit Jain  
Sales Representative - India  
Cell:- +91 9999913224  
Email:- textile_expo@yahoo.com

Regards,

Dr. Siddhartha Rajagopal  
Executive Director

TEXPROCIL